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Review:

The self-study part was very diversified in the methods, the resource sheets
where great the instructor-led part was just great, John was technically so
prepared that it was completly stress-free learning (in terms of noise,
acustical understanding...), I had the feeling he sits next to me We were a
small group and he adapted the program accoding to our needs I was happy
not to run throught every ISO clause instead learning principles that help me
really in practice all guidance

The course objectives are clearly defined at the start
of the course.: Agree

The course content matched the course objectives.: Agree

All course objectives were achieved (as outlined at
the start of the course).: Agree

The length of the course was:: Correct Length

The pace of the course was:: Correct Pace

What was the best aspect of attending a blended
training course?:

Lead Tutor Experience & Knowledge/and class
discussions

In your opinion, in what ways could the classroom-
based modules or in-class activities be improved?: nothing to add

In your opinion, in what ways could the online
modules be improved?: more examples and cases

The training manual provided an organised and
logical flow of topics, with well written exercise
instructions.:

Agree

The classroom presented a comfortable and
professional training environment.: Neither Agree nor Disagree

Do you have any additional feedback regarding the
training venue? : It was online training

https://www.complyguru.com


The Instructor built a good rapport with the training
class.: Agree

The Instructor was well prepared for each session
and able to answer any questions.: Agree

The Instructor was technically knowledgeable about
each subject.: Agree

Overall, the Instructor was effective.: Agree

Overall, how would you rate your training experience
with Comply Guru?: 5

Would you recommend this course to anyone else
who needed similar training?: Yes

How likely are you to recommend blended training
versus traditional training?: Likely

Please supply a short review about your overall
training experience with Comply Guru. Thank you!:

The self-study part was very diversified in the
methods, the resource sheets where great the
instructor-led part was just great, John was
technically so prepared that it was completly stress-
free learning (in terms of noise, acustical
understanding...), I had the feeling he sits next to me
We were a small group and he adapted the program
accoding to our needs I was happy not to run
throught every ISO clause instead learning principles
that help me really in practice all guidance

Do you have any other comments or feedback?:
Great! Thank you guys! I would always prefer a
classroom training but if this is for reasons not
possible, then this is the one and only alternative.


